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Can and Liverpool learn how to win ugly 
Liverpool 2 Wijnaldum 45+1 Can 61 Burnley 1 Barnes 7 
Referee: C Pawson Attendance: 53,145 
Jurgen Klopp conceded it was far from pretty. Indeed, at times, Liverpool's 
performance was downright disfigured and yet, by the end, he was still enticed by 
the manner of a crucial victory. "It is the first ugly game we won. Usually when we 
are not at our best we have lost," said Klopp, at last able to smile after an 
afternoon during which his brow had appeared permanently furrowed by a mix of 
wayward passes and misplaced intentions. "We usually win good games, but the 
bad games and the average games we need to be challenging, too. We were 
today." For all that Liverpool's season has been built upon free-flowing 
performances, it is the qualities they embodied here in clambering off the canvas 
against Burnley that will also be needed if they are to cross the finishing line in 
the first four. Then again, this was their 16th win of the season -- the same 
amount they managed in the previous campaign. 
Anfield's guttural roar at the final whistle was borne of joy and relief and will have 
provided a sharp contrast to the mood in north London and Manchester. 
When Burnley struck inside seven minutes, and Liverpool toiled and laboured to 
muster a meaningful response, it felt that the narrative decreeing Klopp's side trip 
up against the lesser lights would be faithfully adhered to once more. 
Yet in dealing with the pressure, Liverpool recovered to apply some of their own. 
They now sit five points clear of fourth-placed Arsenal and the gap to Manchester 
United is six in the chase for a Champions League berth, even if their rivals boast 
two games in hand. There is no margin for error. 
That Emre Can should find the finish from 20 yards which squeezed into the 
corner of the Burnley net beyond the outstretched hand of the goalkeeper Tom 
Heaton felt apt given the difficulties he has endured of late. 
The German midfielder's performances have tested patience, but for all his faults 
he also possesses a willingness to puff out his chest when others allow shoulders 
to droop. It was the 61st minute when he offered a timely reminder to his 
teammates of the importance of shooting, something Liverpool too often 
overlook in favour of another pass, and battered a shot out of keeping with his 
side's laboured display. In many respects, he epitomises the conundrum Klopp has 
with the majority of his squad. There is room for growth, but will Can become 
integral to a team that cherishes top spot? "It was a wonderful strike, a fantastic 
goal," gushed the manager. "He had a few problems with a calf, which we 
couldn't sort quickly enough. It looks like we found a solution now and he does 
not have these problems any more. I like to speak positively about a player. In the 
second half, Emre was very good." 
That alluded to his struggles before the break, but he was hardly the only one in a 
red shirt who stuttered. Burnley's victory back in August had sown the seeds of 
doubt about Liverpool's ability to overcome the socalled smaller teams and Sean 
Dyche's side quickly set about fuelling those same insecurities. 
There have been so few away goals for Burnley to celebrate this season, Ashley 
Barnes's strike deserves to resonate as much for the way in which it was carefully 
crafted as the poacher's finish. 
Joey Barton and Jeff Hendrick created space in midfield, with the latter freeing 
Matthew Lowton behind Philippe Coutinho. A fizzing centre delivered from wide 
on the right was exceptional, evading Ragnar Klavan and then Joel Matip, and 
allowed Barnes to thrust out his right boot to beat Simon Mignolet. 
Burnley, with a little more potency and composure, might have feasted further on 
Liverpool's squalid excesses, but were instead pegged back seconds before the 
interval and they would be made to wait a little longer for that first away win. 
Divock Origi, denied any meaningful service, found himself foraging outside the 
penalty area and swung over a cross which Georginio Wijnaldum sought to flick 
on. The ball hit Burnley defender Ben Mee only to fortuitously fall perfectly for 
Wijnaldum to dispatch from seven yards with his opponent grounded. It was 
Liverpool's first shot on target. The Dutchman has had a habit of conjuring goals 
against the elite this term -- Manchester City, Chelsea and Arsenal -- but the 
timing of this contribution was just as important. "It was a sublime first goal and 
we ruffled their feathers," said Dyche. "But today is a nearly day and we have had 
too many 'nearlys' on the road. I don't search for luck, you have to make your 
own but it is nice every now and then to have a sliver of it." 
The point was emphasised by Klavan throwing himself in the way of a Barnes shot 
moments after Can's goal and in the final seconds when Lowton hooked over. 
Liverpool clung on to their advantage and, in coming from behind to win for the 
first time since beating Stoke on December 27, found a way that went against 
their instincts. "If we want to stay where we are, then we need to win games," 
Klopp said. "We can't make the choice and say 'We want to play this way'. " 
RATINGS 
Liverpool (4-3-3): S Mignolet 7 -- N Clyne 6, J Matip 7, R Klavan 7, J Milner 6 -- E 
Can 7, A Lallana 6, G Wijnaldum 7 -- S Mane 5, D Origi 5 (sub: L Leiva 80min), P 
Coutinho 5 (sub: B Woodburn 60, 6). Substitutes not used: L Karius, T Alexander-
Arnold, J Gomez, A Moreno, H Wilson. 
Booked: Can, Lallana. Burnley (4-4-2): T Heaton 7 -- M Lowton 7, M Keane 7, B 
Mee 6, S Ward 6 -- G Boyd 6 (sub: R Brady 73), J Barton 6, J Hendrick 6, S Arfield 6 
(sub: D Agyei 90) -- A Gray 6 (sub: S Vokes 80), A Barnes 7. Substitutes not used: P 
Robinson, R Brady, A Westwood, J Tarkowski, T Darikwa. 
Booked: Mee, Barton. 
 

 
Liverpool struggle past Burnley thanks to Emre Can and Lowton’s miss 
Jürgen Klopp hailed this victory as the “first ugly game” Liverpool have won and 
the manager was correct. His side stuttered badly before avoiding becoming 
Burnley’s first scalp on the road, a better though imperfect second-half display 
rescuing a dire first-half one. 
The three points take Liverpool to five and six respectively ahead of the chasing 
Arsenal and Manchester United, having completed two matches more. A pleased 
Klopp said: “It is the first ugly game we won. Usually when we are not at our best 
we have lost. The only thing is when you aren’t at your best it is close game and 
that is how it was.” 
Sean Dyche’s men had managed only two points away from home yet, when – 
after seven minutes – Ashley Barnes recorded a first Burnley goal at Anfield since 
October 1975, the victory was on. 
Klopp’s one change from the XI that beat Arsenal last time out was enforced, a 
thigh injury ruling out Roberto Firmino. Divock Origi replaced the Brazilian. 
Burnley showed three changes from the defeat at Swansea City, with Dyche 
bringing in Tom Heaton, Scott Arfield and Barnes. 
Liverpool began with a flurry that had Philippe Coutinho threatening Heaton’s 
goal. But next Burnley pinned Klopp’s men back for a passage in which Andre 
Gray’s pace posed questions down the right and ended with a slick opener. 
When Jeff Hendrick found Matthew Lowton in an inside channel, the right-back 
delivered a skidding pass that removed the rearguard and which Barnes met with 
a smash past Simon Mignolet for his fifth goal of the season. 
Klopp said: “The goal we conceded we could have done better. There were a few 
other moments, a lot of headed challenges and then you are 1-0 down.” 
The travelling support were singing “We are super Burnley” and memories 
flooded back of the visitors’ 2-0 defeat of Liverpool at Turf Moor in August’s 
reverse fixture. Then they stunned Klopp’s side after only two minutes. Now, the 
task for Liverpool was to avoid conceding another first-half goal, as the had done 
that day. Sadio Mané suggested how by taking the contest to the visitors. His 
cross contained menace but Origi could not reach it. 
What followed, though, was drift from the red-shirted side. On that late summer’s 
afternoon in Lancashire Burnley hit Liverpool on the break. Now they were 
allowed to operate via a patient build-up that Klopp’s high pressing system is 
supposed to smother. A group of players the German said had instantly focused 
on this encounter post-Arsenal were surprisingly disjointed, with Mané proving 
the only bright spark as the half-hour approached. 
The familiar sight of the Senegalese bursting along the right wing before feeding 
Origi ended with the No27 failing to find Georginio Wijnaldum. This was the story 
of Liverpool’s half: no rhythm could be found. They enjoyed more ball and 
territory yet Burnley were comfortable. Towards the end Coutinho, who usually 
possesses the time that marks the best, was hassled into stabbing the ball out. 
Then, as can be football’s way, Liverpool grabbed an unlikely equaliser. Origi 
punted the ball into the area and a defensive mix-up involving Ben Mee ended 
with Wijnaldum burying the finish. This was the final touch before the interval. 
Despite the goal Klopp’s job remained the same: to engineer a turnaround in 
ascendancy for Liverpool. The problem is there is no solution for a manager, 
whatever his instructions, if the ball is wasted, as Emre Can and Coutinho 
continued to do at the start of the second half. 
On the hour Klopp had enough and it was Coutinho who was removed for Ben 
Woodburn. Immediately after this Origi fed the hitherto misfiring Can and the 
German drilled a 25-yard shot to the left of Heaton, who might have done better. 
This was followed by Can being booked and Burnley nearly profiting: from the 
free-kick a Mee header fell to Barnes, whose effort was blocked by Ragnar Klavan. 
Liverpool finished camped in Burnley’s half and with Mané forcing a fingertip save 
from Heaton. But Klopp should be worried: in the closing moments Lowton might 
have forced the draw. It sums up the home team and their manager seems not to 
know which Liverpool is going to show up. 
Dyche was right when he said Burnley deserved more fortune. “I don’t search for 
luck. You have to make your own but it is nice every now and again if you get a 
slither,” he said. 
With only 10 matches remaining Klopp will take more ugly victories. “If we want 
to stay where we are, we need to win football games,” he said before ruling the 
injured Jordan Henderson out of England’s friendly with Germany and World Cup 
qualifier against Lithuania. 
“No chance,” Klopp said. “The break hopefully is two weeks. We hope that will 
bring him back but there will be no game in this time [for him]. He cannot train. 
Hopefully he can run in the second week of the international break and then we 
will have to see.” 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/football/liverpool
https://www.theguardian.com/football/burnley
https://www.theguardian.com/football/2017/mar/04/liverpool-arsenal-premier-league-match-report
https://www.theguardian.com/football/2017/mar/04/swansea-city-burnley-premier-league-match-report
https://www.theguardian.com/football/2016/aug/20/burnley-liverpool-premier-league-match-report
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Klopp is happy to win points first and ask questions later 
LIVERPOOL 2 Wijnaldum 45 Can 61 BURNLEY 1 Barnes 7 
THIS was a rare afternoon for Liverpool in that they played badly and won. It is 
not a habit Jurgen Klopp will wish his team to acquire. Sooner rather than 
later, Liverpool are going to have to find some real form if they are not to fall out 
of the top four of the Premier League. Nevertheless, every team have to do this 
occasionally in order to achieve anything worthwhile. With Liverpool, it is usually 
everything or nothing. Brilliant against Tottenham and Arsenal (two wins), awful 
against Hull and Leicester (two defeats). Here, at last, were shades of grey. 
Liverpool were not good. They began poorly, fell behind to Burnley's first league 
goal at Anfield since 1974 and after somehow finding two goals to bring victory 
into view, they were hanging on grimly at the end. But they won and that is what 
matters at the moment. Liverpool are firmly back in the Champions League places 
and once again asking questions of those beneath them ahead of next weekend's 
visit to Manchester City. Having watched them here, most would say Klopp's team 
have no chance at the Etihad. Pep Guardiola's City team are revitalised and will 
want to avenge the defeat they suffered at Anfield on New Year's Eve. 
But Liverpool are better against the big teams. We don't know why they are but 
it's true. So after somehow wriggling past Burnley they may relish a trip down the 
East Lancs Road more than we think. Here on home soil they were rescued by an 
unlikely figure. Emre Can's season has mirrored that of his team in that it has 
been one of unfulfilled promise. As we reached the hour mark yesterday the big 
German had been one of Liverpool's worst players and the home crowd were 
beginning to tell him so. But Can is not a player to lack confidence and the way 
that he scored what transpired to be his team's winning goal was indicative of 
that. Receiving the ball 35 yards out, the 23-year-old had options left and right. To 
make the short pass would have been the easy call. But this was a game that had 
seen Liverpool struggle to create chances and Can chose to try and find something 
from nothing. His low, right-foot shot was certainly well struck but needed to be 
perfectly accurate to beat Tom Heaton in the Burnley goal. 
Had the ball been an inch or two away from the bottom corner, Heaton's 
fingertips would surely have reached it. It wasn't, however, so Heaton was left 
grasping air and Can had a spectacular goal -- and maybe something to improve 
his standing here. It was tough on Burnley. Even Klopp suggested afterwards 
that Liverpool had 'won ugly'. The better football had come from the visitors and 
it is hard to believe they have taken only two points away from Turf Moor all 
season. Perhaps sensing Liverpool's unease, Burnley began assertively and 
brightly. Liverpool were the opposite and as a result the team from Lancashire 
were ahead almost immediately. It was a lovely goal, too, and once again relied 
on a moment of perfect football. This time the player involved was Burnley right 
back Matthew Lowton. 
The low cross he delivered from the right touchline had to be immaculate to 
elude Liverpoolgoalkeeper Simon Mignolet and his central  defenders. The fact it 
reached Ashley Barnes uninterrupted at the far post indicates that it was and the 
Burnley forward stretched calmly to nudge the ball into the net. 
Afterwards Dyche called the goal sublime and he wasn't exaggerating. There was 
much to admire from that point onwards, too, and Liverpool had simply not 
threatened at all by the time they equalised out of nothing in first-half injury time. 
A deep cross from Divock Origi was decent enough but Burnley will deal with 
much better with more comfort. Georginio Wijnaldum's first shot was not going in 
but it struck Burnley defender Ben Mee and came back to the Liverpool player, 
allowing him to sidefoot the ball past Heaton from eight yards. 
Wijnaldum showed great poise to score the goal. He could have rushed his second 
shot but did not. So Liverpool had parity and something to work on. 
How strange, then, that Burnley were the dominant force once again at the start 
of the second half. They didn't create clear chances but they were always sniffing 
-- before and after Can's goal. More often than not the ball seemed to fall to 
Barnes and that is never a bad habit for a forward. Amost immediately 
after Liverpool took the lead, only a desperate tackle from Ragnar Klavan 
prevented Barnes scoring his second goal after Mee had arrived criminally 
unmarked to head Scott Arfield's free-kick down at the far post. 
Liverpool's defending was poor in that instance and generally poor throughout. 
Late in the game Saido Mane brought a save from Heaton after a cute pass from 
Can but Liverpoolwere in a muddle again in stoppage time as a  long throw 
eventually found its way to the far post and Lowton volleyed over. 
Dyche described the game as a 'head scratcher' while Klopp said his team simply 
'have to win football matches' between now and the season's end. Both were 
absolutely right. 

 
 Can the man as Liverpool earn Klopp first 'ugly' win 
For Emre Can this was a bargaining chip as much as crucial winning goal. 
The Liverpool midfielder has been struggling to justify the impasse in his contract 
talks with Anfield's hierarchy, so the 25-yard strike to see off Burnley was his most 
timely contribution of the season. Liverpool had been toiling. It is rare they win 
when playing less than their best and they had gone behind after eight minutes, 
Burnley starting the game with the intensity that brought them victory in the 

reverse fixture in August. Jurgen Klopp had also taken a risk in pursuit of a winner, 
substituting Philippe Coutinho - worryingly out of form since his return from injury 
- for teenager Ben Woodburn after an hour. It could easily have been another 
afternoon of research into Liverpool's flaws against less esteemed clubs, coupled 
with prolonged laments about a lack of strength in depth. 
Instead, within a minute of the change, Can picked up the ball from distance and 
struck hard and low to Tom Heaton's left. He celebrated with the fury of a player 
who surely knows his reputation and recent standard of performance have not 
aligned. The player signed as the long-term replacement to Steven Gerrard was 
failing to fill the void left by the injured Jordan Henderson. 
"Emre has an outstanding attitude, he always wants to play," said Klopp. 
"We performed good enough to win the game and the result is massive for us. We 
had to fight, but it was not only luck we scored the equaliser. 
"But it was clear we had to do a few things better in the second half, we were not 
at our absolute best but we took the win, and in the end I like it, because it's 
these kind of games which we didn't win until now. 
"We are not used to winning when not playing well yet, so it feels a bit strange!" 
The German midfielder's confidence swelled with his goal, enabling Liverpool to 
secure one of their scruffiest victories of the season, consolidating their top four 
place and shifting the scoreboard pressure on to those with games in hand. 
Klopp called it his first ugly triumph of the campaign. Winning when his side is less 
than 100 per cent has certainly been elusive during his reign. 
"Until now, usually when not at our best we lost," said Klopp. 
"You cannot plan an ugly game. From an intensity side, it was nice to watch but 
there was not too much football. If we want to stay where we are, then you need 
to win football games and it is really good that we could do it even like this. In the 
average games and the bad games you need a challenge or two." 
Given their ridiculous recent erratic results this was a game many 
expected Liverpool to lose -- the one after they have just defeated Arsenal ahead 
of a trip to Manchester City. In fact, aside from an aberration against Swansea, 
they have not suffered too much against the bottom half clubs at Anfield, or 
anyone else for that matter. It is on their travels the players have been a menace 
to the club's top four aspirations. Yet the game began in a manner to keep Kop 
fatalism trending, Burnley troubling Liverpool with a combination of physicality, 
organisation and pace. From the early stages Andre Gray and Ashley Barnes were 
raising more questions about the stoicism of Liverpool's defence, which buckled 
under the first challenges. When the opening goal came, it was entirely in keeping 
with the run of play. A couple of early balls in the penalty area had already put the 
Kop on edge before Matthew Lowton's cross from the right dissected Liverpool's 
back four and Barnes slid in, unmarked, to poke beyond Simon Mignolet. 
Liverpool were struggling to combine passes, Roberto Firmino's absence telling as 
Divock Origi tried to get into the game and Coutinho was short of his touch. 
Joey Barton was enjoying himself in midfield and the frustration was audibly 
growing before halftime, when momentum shifted Liverpool's way. 
Origi found space on the left and his cross forced a slip from Ben Mee, allowing 
Georginio Wijnaldum to pounce and side-foot the equaliser. 
There was no siege towards Heaton's goal - when Can scored it was only the 
second shot on target by the home side - but Burnley's belief subsided and they 
resorted to a more direct style in search of an equaliser. 
This time Joel Matip and Ragnar Klavan stood firm, although Lowton missed a 
chance in injury time. Sean Dyche felt his side deserved more. He has built a 
tough side, ably equipped to preserve their mid-table position, and on this 
evidence that elusive away win won't be far off. 
"It is a broken record," said Dyche, bemoaning a 12th away defeat, more than any 
in the Premier League. "It was a good performance and a solid performance. I 
thought we deserved something. We were resolute in our defending with good 
organisation, a good tactical plan, a sublime first goal and two or three other 
chances. "We ruffled their feathers and deliberately made it awkward for them. 
Today is a nearly but we have had too many nearly stories on the road. We need 
to make it happen but if we play like that, we will make it happen." 
There was more brawn than beauty on display for both sides but even Klopp will 
admit - on days like this - it's the result rather than the style that matters. 
Henderson ruled out of England internationals Liverpool and England captain 
Jordan Henderson has been ruled out of his country's forthcoming internationals. 
Gareth Southgate is due to pick his squad for a friendly against Germany and a 
World Cup qualifier with Lithuania this week - but he will be without his captain 
after Jurgen Klopp confirmed Henderson is still struggling with a foot injury. 
Henderson has not played since Liverpool's victory over Tottenham Hotspur on 
Feb 11. Klopp says he will not recover in time for the trip to Manchester City next 
weekend, the latest crucial fixture as the scrap for a top-four spot gets 
increasingly congested. 
Asked if Henderson will be fit for his country, Klopp replied: "No chance. The 
break hopefully is two weeks and we hope that will bring him back." 
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Can's goal helps Liverpool to close the gap on rivals 
The performance hardly sends shockwaves through the Premier League but the 
result carries significance, if only for proving that Liverpool can weather a storm 
and win when they don't play well. 
They have not come from behind to win a game since Stoke were put away in late 
December and as the game drifted to the interval, with Jurgen Klopp's side yet to 
register a shot on target, you wondered where a result was coming from. Emre 
Can, as things transpired, whose winner just beyond the hour was as timely as 
they come, given that his performance had been so poor by then. And a defence 
which for once did not yield in the teeth of an aerial attack. 
It was always going to be a more acid test of Liverpool's top four aspirations than 
last week's 90 minutes against a tepid Arsenal too effete to press something 
special out of them. The team had not won consecutive matches since the heady 
heights of the New Year's Eve win over Manchester City and though Burnley's 
track record was even less encouraging - they'd not won in this stadium since 
1975 - the question was whether a direct and physical challenge, offering minimal 
time and space, could be navigated. 
The immediate answer was, emphatically 'No.' The Burnley strategy, a proletarian 
physical effort in midfield and a rapid outball towards the rapier pace of Andre 
Gray and Ashley Barnes, was not sophisticated but it was enough to 
put Liverpool behind and leave them struggling for a way back into the match. 
The goal came early --a cross from Matthew Lowton's right outstep eight minutes 
in, which left Nathaniel Clyne asleep to the threat of Barnes racing forward to 
meet it unhindered ten yards out. By then, the wide ball behind the home 
defence had already twice looked a threat. The advanced positions left back 
James Milner was taking up looked like a risk. 
What Liverpool offered in response to the opener was frippery in the first half; 
flim-flam. The muscularity of George Boyd and Jeff Hendrick was too much for 
them. In the process, we saw that there is a different Emre Can on display when 
he is being harassed and not given the run of Anfield that ArsA[umlaut]ne 
Wenger's midfielders allowed him a week ago. For all their possession -- 70 per 
cent in the first half -- Liverpool could not make an impression. 
The solitary first half threat to Burnley came from Sadio Mane, with his strength, 
pace and his capacity for the unexpected racing into space on the right flank. But 
his final ball was indifferent and often beaten away. When it reached the six-yard 
box Divock Origi had not intuited the fact. The Belgian did little to prove himself 
here. 
Philippe Coutinho was muscled into anonymity, too. Adam Lallana buzzed and 
worked to little material effect, save for a spin which drew a foul from -- and 
booking for - Ben Mee. The requisite precision was, frankly, missing, and it was 
against all expectations that Klopp's side summoned an equaliser with the last 
strike of the first half. Mee slipped as Georginio Wijnaldum mishit an Origi cross, 
allowing the Dutchman to reclaim the ball, tee up a shot and score. 
The goal seemed to puncture Burnley's belief. The search for Gray and Barnes 
evaporated after the break, as Dyche's players sought to hold what they had. 
Even that vanished a minute past the hour when Can latched onto an Origi ball 
into his path and crashed the moving ball beyond the dive of Tom Heaton into the 
bottom right hand corner. 
The need for something different had already been revealed by Klopp at that 
stage, when he removed Coutinho for 17-year-old Ben Woodburn, though the 
teenager was unable to make a significant impact. 
Klopp's removal of Origi for Lucas Leiva illustrated a need to shore up and 
though Liverpool might have sealed the match had Mane not wasted a ball 
clipped over the Burnley defence for him, it was Dyche's side who had the last 
shot in anger. Ragnar Kalavan did just enough to prevent Matthew Lowton 
connecting in the six yard box. Klopp looked the most relieved man in Anfield. 
 

 
THE MILK MAN DELIVERS 
THE celebration went on just a little longer than a standard one in front of the 
Kop. 
After a final milk of his matchwinning contribution, he could not wait to get in 
front of the cameras. 
Emre Can is definitely after a lumpy pay rise. 
Forget the fact his performance prior to the skidding strike that clinched a 
laboured Liverpool win was an argument for wagedocking. Can's was a hit that 
could turn out to be worth a good few bob. To club and to player. 
To maintain momentum for a top-four finish, anything other than victory against 
the worst away team in the Premier League would have been nothing short of 
calamitous. 
That victory was achieved only thanks to a moment of quality from a player 
apparently looking to double his salary, to not far short of PS100,000 a week, and 
soon to be heading into the final year of his current contract. 
For a goalkeeper of such high standards, Tom Heaton might want to have a good 
look at a video rerun. 
It was struck well, placed very well but, somehow, it still felt like a surprise when 
Heaton's stretch proved insufficient. Burnley boss Sean Dyche had that feeling, 
considering it disappointing to concede from long range. 
Jurgen Klopp (below) was having none of the idea, describing it as "wonderful," 
which could not be said either Can's overall display or his team's. 
of l There is no doubt 2017 has highlighted the relative shallowness of 
this Liverpool squad. 
ning The long-running deployment of James Milner at left-back might be a 
testament to his versatility and adaptability but it also means Klopp is painfully 
short in that department. Across the entire back-line, Liverpool looked robust only 
later on. 
When Matthew Lowton fizzed a clever pass behind that backline, the dart of 
Ashley Barnes went unfollowed and his sweet finish unchallenged. 
line, t Baa This Burnley team really is the image of how Dyche comes across. 
Unfussy, disciplined, intelligent. 
a di This is a Brexit team. 
Eight English, two Irish, and a Scot and communication does not become an issue. 
It was certainly nothing to do with the concession of the equaliser in first-half 
added time, Ben Mee unfortunate to be rendered ineffective by Georginio 
Wijnaldum's flick of Divock Origi's cross. 
The ball dropped back to Wijnaldum who levelled with some composure. 
It was not a crowded field but Wijnaldum was Liverpool's most influential 
performer box to box and has the knack of claiming the odd crucial goal. 
This was certainly crucial, lifting the fractious mood and setting up a second half 
that brought a touch more Liverpool threat without Burnley ever looking likely to 
capitulate. 
Indeed, for the half hour after Can's strike, Dyche's side regularly promised an 
equaliser. Lowton, though, snatched at a smashing late chance and, out of 
keeping with the early stages of the match, Ragnar Klavan made a couple of 
decent blocks. 
Dyche was pleased with how his team stuck to his game-plan and felt they were 
unlucky to suffer a 12th defeat on the road. 
He is probably right but there were no injustices here. It was merely a case 
of Liverpool finding a way to grind out a victory. 
All the post-match home talk was of the importance of a win that was ugly. 
Maybe the man who made it happen has earned a pay rise that is handsome. 
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Hideously grotesque display all the more satisfying as Reds dig deep to 
tighten top four grip 
Having swatted Arsenal aside with a swagger a week earlier this was a victory of a 
very different kind as Liverpool took another step closer to the coveted prize of a 
Champions League spot. It was all smiles from Jurgen Klopp after he strolled on to 
the turf to embrace his triumphant players, but the Reds boss had spent most of 
the afternoon smouldering on the touchline. Once again performance levels 
dropped alarmingly when faced with one of the Premier League's lesser lights. 
Liverpool looked a pale shadow of the side which had defeated Tottenham and 
Arsenal in their two previous home games. But where this display differed from the 
chastening defeats to Swansea, Hull and Leicester was that in the face of adversity 
the Reds dug deep and found a way to win. Rather than wilt under pressure, they 
stood up to Burnley's aerial bombardment. It wasn't convincing but you couldn't 
question the levels of commitment and desire as Klopp's men put their bodies on 
the line and refused to cave in. A glaring weakness this season has been Liverpool's 
inability to grind out scrappy wins when not at their fluent best. Too often when 
they haven't clicked as a unit they have been turned over but this time they got the 
job done. In the absence of the injured Jordan Henderson, Roberto Firmino, Dejan 
Lovren and Daniel Sturridge, the depleted Reds showed the kind of resilience and 
resolve which they have so frequently been accused of lacking. 
Stunned by Ashley Barnes' early goal, the Reds were abject for 45 minutes before 
Gini Wijnaldum slammed home an equaliser they scarcely deserved. 
The second half was marginally better with an unlikely hero taking centre stage. 
Emre Can has struggled this season with form and fitness hampering his progress. 
An ongoing contract stand-off with the club has also been an unwanted distraction. 
The Germany international's future remains uncertain with Liverpool unwilling to 
match his wage demands as he prepares to enter the final year of his contract. 
However, Henderson's foot injury has handed him an opportunity to shine in the 
holding midfield role and he's belatedly making an important contribution. 
His sweetly struck 25-yarder into the bottom corner was the difference between a 
cherished victory and another week-long inquest into Liverpool's abject failure to 
beat modest opposition. 
Can needs to raise the bar and start delivering more consistently to prove that the 
Reds should go all out to retain his services. 
“With Burnley, you know what to expect,” Klopp said at Melwood on Friday 
afternoon. “They defend, counter-attack, long balls in behind, set-pieces, we know 
it.” Klopp insisted that lessons had been learned from the defeat at the hands of 
the Clarets back in August. But the reality was very different during an alarming 
first half which was a carbon copy of that forgettable afternoon at Turf Moor. 
The mission was clear. Don't allow Sean Dyche's side to settle by playing at a high 
tempo and don't give them anything to cling on to. 
Liverpool failed on both counts. They were lifeless going forward and vulnerable 
defensively. The Reds were caught cold early on by Burnley's combative approach. 
Centre-backs Joel Matip and Ragnar Klavan were out-fought by Andre Gray and 
Barnes. Just as at Turf Moor, Burnley were in front before anyone in red had even 
broken into a sweat. It was all far too easy. Matthew Lowton's cross left Liverpool 
exposed and Barnes got away from Nathaniel Clyne to fire past Simon Mignolet. 
The Clarets, who had picked up just two points on their travels all season, had 
netted their first goal at Anfield since 1975. “How **** must you be, we're winning 
away' crowed their delirious supporters. 
Liverpool's response was weak. They dominated possession but did precious little 
with it as a succession of sloppy errors wrecked hopes of gaining any sort of 
momentum. Can senselessly barged George Boyd over, Adam Lallana sold Clyne 
horribly short with a pass and then Klavan slammed an aimless long punt out of 
play. It was painful to watch with anxiety levels in the stands increasing by the 
minute. Sadio Mane was the only bright spark. The Senegal international did his 
best to make something happen but he was surrounded by mediocrity. 
The ball repeatedly went sideways with the Reds' build up painfully ponderous as 
Burnley were allowed to regroup and get bodies behind the ball. 
Divock Origi couldn't grasp the opportunity given to him by Firmino's injury with 
the young Belgian unable to provide the focal point in attack Liverpool required. 
Nobody struggled more than Philippe Coutinho, whose afternoon was summed up 
by his dismal attempts to clear the first man with his corners. 
Burnley were cruising but on the cusp of half-time Liverpool fashioned an equaliser 
out of nowhere. Origi's cross was flicked on by Wijnaldum but it struck Ben Mee 
and dropped kindly for the Dutchman, who drilled home his fifth goal of the 
season. Klopp's bench laid bare Liverpool's lack of depth with four teenagers 
among his six outfield subs. One of them, Ben Woodburn, replaced the ineffective 
Coutinho before the Reds took the lead just past the hour mark. 
After latching on to Origi's lay off, Can took a touch to steady himself before 
unleashing a low drive beyond Tom Heaton. It was the first time Liverpool had 
scored from outside the box since Can's previous goal at Bournemouth in early 
December. Rather than kick on, the Reds retreated and Burnley cranked up the 
pressure. Barnes looked destined to equalise before being denied by Klavan's 
brave block. Mignolet produced a rock-solid display as he commanded his penalty 
box with real authority. The Belgian keeper dealt with everything Burnley threw at 
 

him.Lucas Leiva came on for Origi, who had felt the wrath of the Kop after losing a 
50-50 with Ben Mee, as Klopp looked to shut up shop. 
Mane could have eased the nerves but he was thwarted by Heaton's finger top 
save. Hearts were in mouth deep into stoppage time when a long throw sparked 
panic but Lowton blazed over. Liverpool could finally celebrate back-to-back league 
wins for the first time in 2017 as they strengthened their grip on fourth place. 
It certainly wasn't pretty but that made it all the more satisfying. 
MATCH FACTS 
Liverpool: Mignolet, Clyne, Klavan, Matip, Milner, Can, Wijnaldum, Lallana, Mane, 
Origi (Lucas 79), Coutinho (Woodburn 61). 
Not used: Karius, Moreno, Wilson, Gomez, Alexander-Arnold. 
Burnley: Heaton, Lowton, Keane, Mee, Ward, Boyd (Brady 73), Barton, Hendrick, 
Arfield (Agyei 90), Barnes, Gray (Vokes 80) 
Not used: Robinson, Westwood, Tarkowski, Darikwa. 
Referee: Craig Pawson Attendance: 53,145 Goals: Barnes 7, Wijnaldum 45, Can 61. 
Bookings: Mee, Barton, Can, Lallana Man of the match: Sadio Mane. Always a 
threat. 
 

 
Burnley's frustrations on the road continued as they were beaten by 
Liverpool despite another spirited display at Anfield.  

The visitors, who restricted the Reds throughout, took the lead through Ashley 
Barnes only to be pegged back on the brink of half-time before being downed 
after the break. Ashley Barnes celebrates opening the scoring against Liverpool 
The Clarets protected a lead for longer than they have done all season away from 
home, unfortunately the advantage that they had held for 39 minutes was ended 
with the final kick of the first half. After Barnes opened the scoring in the sixth 
minute in front of the Kop, the away side never looked under any threat of 
conceding an equaliser until Divock Origi's cross fell perfectly for Georginio 
Wijnaldum inside the solitary minute of added time indicated by the fourth 
official. With the fixture in its infancy, Burnley's George Boyd steered a volley just 
wide of the angle once Wijnaldum's headed clearance from Scott Arfield's corner 
only just cleared the 18-yard box. But minutes later the visitors took a surprise 
lead. Matt Lowton was allowed to travel in to the final third unchallenged, pick his 
head up and thread a delightful cross in to the box for Barnes to stab the ball past 
Simon Mignolet at the back post. The breakthrough should have sparked a 
backlash from the Reds but, just as they had been at Turf Moor earlier in the 
season, they were frustrated by a determined and disciplined opponent. Instead it 
was the Clarets who looked to get their noses even further ahead. Boyd sliced 
wide of the upright from a set-piece after Joey Barton had been bundled to the 
ground. Barnes, having ghosted in to space between Ragnar Klavan and James 
Milner, then guided Stephen Ward's delivery wide, although the striker's mis-
timed run was picked out by the linesman. And Andre Gray lifted the ball over the 
bar when turning Joel Matip at the near post after Milner inadvertently flicked 
Lowton's throw in to the striker's feet. The only moment where the home side 
forged half a chance, Wijnaldum blazed over the bar in to the visiting supporters 
from the edge of the penalty area. However, the Dutchman proved more accurate 
with his next sight of goal and his finish was so cruel on Sean Dyche's side. The 
former Feyenoord, PSV and Newcastle midfielder, signed for £25m in the 
summer, capitalised on a fortuitous ricochet off Ben Mee, after Origi had supplied 
the cross, and kept his cool to tuck the ball home from close range. Again, in the 
second half, the Reds lacked the artistry to play through Burnley's banks, with 
goalkeeper Tom Heaton untested for the majority. The England international, 
though, was beaten just after the hour. After Barnes failed to hit the target with 
two volleyed attempts at the opposite end, Emre Can allowed Origi's pass to roll 
across to his right foot before burying the ball in to the corner from 25 yards out. 
Heaton, slightly unsighted by his wall of defenders, plunged to his post but his 
fingertips could only graze the ball before it hit the net. Dyche responded in the 
following moments, introducing record signing Robbie Brady and striker Sam 
Vokes over the course of the second period in search of a deserved equaliser, and 
they went close. When Mee headed Arfield's free kick toward the penalty spot, 
the ball broke kindly for Barnes who seemed certain to level proceedings. 
However, as soon as the ball left the forward's boot, Klavan threw himself 
desperately at his feet to block. Play opened up as the Clarets committed men 
forward to chase the game but the hosts could only muster one more shot at 
goal. Goalscorer Can cleverly scooped the ball in to the feet of Sadio Mane, after 
releasing the ball from under his feet, the Senegalese international was denied by 
a fantastic save from Heaton who pushed the shot over the bar. Burnley went 
close again through Lowton deep in to time added on as the full back hit the ball 
over the crossbar but, with Liverpool seeing time out in the corners, the Clarets 
were unable to steal a point. 
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Emre Can's fourth goal of the season ended Burnley's stubborn resistance as 
Liverpool claimed an unconvincing win to strengthen their bid for a top-four 
finish. 
The Reds were far from their best and fell behind when Ashley Barnes turned 
home Matthew Lowton's brilliant defence-splitting pass. 
Liverpool equalised on the stroke of half-time with their first shot on target when 
Georginio Wijnaldum poked in at the second attempt. 
Can then secured a second-successive victory for Liverpool with a long-range 
effort into the bottom corner. 
Burnley threatened to snatch an equaliser late on but Lowton hooked over from 
close range. 
It was a game of few memorable moments but the win means Jurgen Klopp's side, 
who remain fourth, are now five points clear of fifth-placed Arsenal. 
Burnley, who are yet to win a game away from home in any competition this 
season, are 12th. 
Liverpool beat Arsenal 3-1 earlier this month to continue their impressive form 
against their top-six rivals - they are yet to lose to any of them this season. 
But as impressive as the Reds have been against those teams around them, they 
have struggled against sides lower down the table, with all five of their defeats 
prior to Sunday's game against sides in the bottom half. 
Burnley beat Liverpool at Turf Moor back in August and initially had the measure 
of their opponents in this encounter, although they were aided by a lethargic 
display by the hosts. 
Liverpool did not create a single chance in the opening 30 minutes but their first 
shot on target resulted in the equaliser and their second produced the winner. 
It was ultimately a clinical display by Liverpool but too many players had off days. 
They needed Philippe Coutinho to be at his creative best to unlock a disciplined 
Burnley but the midfielder rarely made a telling pass while in attack Divock Origi 
failed to manage a single shot on goal. 
The win may not have been pretty but that is something Liverpool have struggled 
to do this season and Klopp believes a corner may have been turned. 
"It's the first ugly game we've won," he said. 
"In the end I liked it - this is the kind of game we haven't won and we did." 
Will Burnley ever win away? 
For 44 minutes, it was the perfect away performance for Burnley. 
They got an early goal and then successfully nullified Liverpool to the point that a 
frustrated home crowd started to turn against their side. 
But a one-goal lead meant they were always susceptible to getting caught out and 
the Clarets need to learn to kill off a game - only once have they scored more than 
one goal in an away game this season. 
Burnley's home form is likely to ensure they are in the Premier League next 
season - they are seven points above the relegation zone with 10 games 
remaining. 
However, a return of just two points from a possible 42 on the road this season 
will be of major concern for manager Sean Dyche. 
What they said 
Liverpool manager Jurgen Klopp: "Burnley were always in the game, it was intense 
and we had to fight. We had some moments, it was not only luck that we scored 
before half-time and it was a wonderful goal from Emre Can. 
"It is clear we have to do a few things better. We were not at our absolute best 
but we fought. I liked it, it is this kind of game we haven't won until now. It feels 
kind of strange a little bit. Not the most memorable game but a very nice three 
points." 
Burnley manager Sean Dyche: "It's a tough one to take, because everyone gave a 
really good account of ourselves and went up with a sublime goal, but it's a tough 
place to come. 
"Their first was a soft one to concede before half-time, and the second one we're 
disappointed with but we gave a really good account of ourselves. We just 
needed a scratch of luck along the way." 
Man of the match - Ashley Barnes 
Liverpool love long-range shots - the stats 
Liverpool have now won 16 Premier League games this season; equalling their 
tally of wins for the entire 2015-16 season. 
Liverpool have won 14 points from losing positions in the league this term; a joint-
high with Tottenham. 
Ashley Barnes (10) is now just one goal short of tying with Danny Ings (11) for the 
most Premier League goals for Burnley. 
Liverpool conceded inside the first 10 minutes of a league game at Anfield for the 
first time since August 2015 (v West Ham, Manuel Lanzini). 
All 16 of Georginio Wijnaldum's Premier League goals have been scored in home 
matches (five for Liverpool, 11 for Newcastle). 
Since Jurgen Klopp's first game in charge, the Reds have scored more Premier 
League goals from outside the box than any other team (21). 
What next? 
It's a big game for Liverpool in the battle for a top-four finish as they travel to 
Manchester City on Sunday, 19 March (16:30 GMT). Burnley head to struggling 
Sunderland the day before (15:00 GMT). 
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Match ends, Liverpool 2, Burnley 1. 
90'+5' Second Half ends, Liverpool 2, Burnley 1. 
90'+4' Attempt blocked. Ben Woodburn (Liverpool right footed shot from the left side of 
the box is blocked. Assisted by Lucas Leiva. 
90'+3' Attempt missed. Matthew Lowton (Burnley right footed shot from the right side 
of the six yard box is too high. Assisted by Michael Keane with a headed pass. 
90'+1' Adam Lallana (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
90'+1' Foul by Robbie Brady (Burnley. 
90' Substitution, Burnley. Daniel Agyei replaces Scott Arfield. 
89' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Tom Heaton. 
89' Attempt saved. Sadio Mané (Liverpool right footed shot from the centre of the box is 
saved in the top centre of the goal. Assisted by Emre Can with a through ball. 
88' Attempt blocked. Ben Woodburn (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the box is 
blocked. Assisted by Sadio Mané with a headed pass. 
87' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Stephen Ward. 
87' Adam Lallana (Liverpool is shown the yellow card. 
86' Foul by Adam Lallana (Liverpool. 
86' Stephen Ward (Burnley wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
85' Foul by Lucas Leiva (Liverpool. 
85' Ashley Barnes (Burnley wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
82' Ragnar Klavan (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
82' Foul by Ashley Barnes (Burnley. 
80' Attempt missed. Robbie Brady (Burnley right footed shot from outside the box is 
high and wide to the right following a set piece situation. 
80' Substitution, Burnley. Sam Vokes replaces Andre Gray. 
79' Substitution, Liverpool. Lucas Leiva replaces Divock Origi. 
79' Foul by Georginio Wijnaldum (Liverpool. 
79' Robbie Brady (Burnley wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
75' James Milner (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
75' Foul by Ashley Barnes (Burnley. 
74' Foul by Divock Origi (Liverpool. 
74' Ben Mee (Burnley wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
73' Substitution, Burnley. Robbie Brady replaces George Boyd. 
69' Simon Mignolet (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
69' Foul by Ben Mee (Burnley. 
68' Offside, Liverpool. Simon Mignolet tries a through ball, but Divock Origi is caught 
offside. 
68' Divock Origi (Liverpool wins a free kick on the right wing. 
68' Foul by Ben Mee (Burnley. 
64' Sadio Mané (Liverpool wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
64' Foul by Scott Arfield (Burnley. 
63' Attempt blocked. Ashley Barnes (Burnley right footed shot from the centre of the 
box is blocked. 
63' Emre Can (Liverpool is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
63' Foul by Emre Can (Liverpool. 
63' Ashley Barnes (Burnley wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
61' Goal! Liverpool 2, Burnley 1. Emre Can (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the 
box to the bottom right corner. Assisted by Divock Origi. 
60' Substitution, Liverpool. Ben Woodburn replaces Philippe Coutinho. 
59' Attempt missed. Adam Lallana (Liverpool left footed shot from the left side of the 
box misses to the right following a corner. 
59' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Andre Gray. 
59' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Joey Barton. 
58' Joey Barton (Burnley is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
58' Georginio Wijnaldum (Liverpool wins a free kick on the right wing. 
58' Foul by Joey Barton (Burnley. 
55' Attempt missed. Ashley Barnes (Burnley left footed shot from a difficult angle on the 
left is too high. 
54' Foul by Nathaniel Clyne (Liverpool. 
54' Stephen Ward (Burnley wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
52' Attempt blocked. Ben Mee (Burnley left footed shot from the left side of the box is 
blocked. 
51' Foul by Divock Origi (Liverpool. 
51' Michael Keane (Burnley wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
50' Attempt missed. Scott Arfield (Burnley right footed shot from outside the box misses 
to the left. Assisted by George Boyd following a set piece situation. 
50' Foul by Georginio Wijnaldum (Liverpool. 
50' Ashley Barnes (Burnley wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
48' Offside, Burnley. Tom Heaton tries a through ball, but Andre Gray is caught offside. 
47' Attempt missed. Ashley Barnes (Burnley right footed shot from outside the box 
misses to the left. Assisted by Jeff Hendrick. 
 Second Half begins Liverpool 1, Burnley 1. 
45'+2' First Half ends, Liverpool 1, Burnley 1. 
45'+1' Goal! Liverpool 1, Burnley 1. Georginio Wijnaldum (Liverpool right footed shot 
from the centre of the box to the centre of the goal. 
45'+1' Attempt blocked. Georginio Wijnaldum (Liverpool right footed shot from the 
centre of the box is blocked. Assisted by Divock Origi with a cross. 
44' Emre Can (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
44' Foul by Ashley Barnes (Burnley. 
44' Offside, Liverpool. James Milner tries a through ball, but Adam Lallana is caught 
offside. 
42' Emre Can (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
42' Foul by Ashley Barnes (Burnley. 
38' Attempt missed. Georginio Wijnaldum (Liverpool left footed shot from outside the 
box is too high. Assisted by James Milner following a set piece situation. 

 
 
37' Ben Mee (Burnley is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
36' Adam Lallana (Liverpool wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
36' Foul by Ben Mee (Burnley. 
35' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Matthew Lowton. 
34' Adam Lallana (Liverpool wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
34' Foul by George Boyd (Burnley. 
32' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Scott Arfield. 
30' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Matthew Lowton. 
27' Attempt blocked. Emre Can (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the box is 
blocked. Assisted by Nathaniel Clyne. 
26' Attempt missed. Andre Gray (Burnley right footed shot from a difficult angle on the 
right is too high. 
25' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Ben Mee. 
24' Sadio Mané (Liverpool wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
24' Foul by Stephen Ward (Burnley. 
23' Emre Can (Liverpool wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
23' Foul by Ashley Barnes (Burnley. 
21' Offside, Burnley. Stephen Ward tries a through ball, but Ashley Barnes is caught 
offside. 
20' Foul by James Milner (Liverpool. 
20' Andre Gray (Burnley wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
20' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by George Boyd. 
20' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Michael Keane. 
20' Attempt blocked. Joel Matip (Liverpool right footed shot from the centre of the box 
is blocked. Assisted by Emre Can. 
19' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Ben Mee. 
17' Offside, Burnley. Joey Barton tries a through ball, but Ashley Barnes is caught offside. 
16' Foul by Emre Can (Liverpool. 
16' George Boyd (Burnley wins a free kick on the right wing. 
15' Sadio Mané (Liverpool wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
15' Foul by Ben Mee (Burnley. 
12' Foul by Ashley Barnes (Burnley. 
12' Ragnar Klavan (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
12' Attempt missed. George Boyd (Burnley left footed shot from outside the box misses 
to the left. Assisted by Joey Barton following a set piece situation. 
11' Foul by Emre Can (Liverpool. 
11' George Boyd (Burnley wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
10' Foul by Emre Can (Liverpool. 
10' Ashley Barnes (Burnley wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
7' Goal! Liverpool 0, Burnley 1. Ashley Barnes (Burnley right footed shot from the centre 
of the box to the bottom left corner. Assisted by Matthew Lowton with a through ball. 
5' Attempt missed. George Boyd (Burnley left footed shot from outside the box is too 
high following a corner. 
4' Corner, Burnley. Conceded by James Milner. 
3' Offside, Liverpool. Georginio Wijnaldum tries a through ball, but James Milner is 
caught offside. 
1' Adam Lallana (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
1' Foul by Jeff Hendrick (Burnley. 
 First Half begins. 
Lineups are announced and players are warming up.  
 


